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As technology and traveler behavior continue to evolve, 

keeping up with trends has become increasingly challenging. 

However, if you’re not staying on top of trends and adjusting 

your property’s strategies accordingly, you risk losing 

business to competitors who are.

In this guide, we focus on five key trends that are reshaping 

the digital hotel marketing landscape in 2015: 

#1 Mobile 

#2 Metasearch

#3 Costs of acquisition

#4 Visual shopping and sharing

#5 Big Data

In researching this guide, we consulted industry experts, 

ReviewPro clients and leading hoteliers from around the 

world. We asked them to share their strategies and 

recommendations to help you determine how best to 

allocate your resources to achieve optimal success in 2015. 

Introduction
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Overall, the global economy is expected to be relatively 

stagnant in 2015, with weak economies in Europe, Russia 

and Japan and slower growth in China. One bright light is 

the U.S. economy, which is experiencing significant 

growth and is expected to result in a higher volume of 

global American travelers in 2015. 

Thanks to digital technology, travelers are more 

connected and better informed than ever before. When 

shopping for hotels they can go online and easily 

compare prices, features and reviews. This has led to 

lower brand loyalty and a highly competitive playing field 

characterized by the dominance of OTAs, the emergence 

of metasearch sites and new accommodation sources 

like Airbnb. 

To stay competitive, hotels must evolve marketing 

strategies with these trends in order to convert traveler 

shoppers to guests while containing costs.

2015 Hotel industry overview
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During our webinar, 2015 Key Trends in Hotel Marketing, we polled hundreds of attendees from hotels around the 

world on the following two questions. How does your hotel compare?

How does your hotel compare?
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16%

29%

7%

28%

20%

Increase average rate

Increase occupancy

Decide where to allocate
marketing expenditures

Keep up with marketing
trends and tools

Find the time to do
everything I want to do

Question 2: Where do you plan to 
increase spending in 2015? (Check all that apply)

Question 1: What is your biggest marketing 
challenge for 2015?

6%

30%

34%

36%

53%

0% 20% 40% 60%

None of the above

Google cost-per-click

Data management tools

Metasearch

Social advertising

http://resources.reviewpro.com/webinars/key-trends-in-hotel-marketing
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Trend #1: 
Mobile
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Mobile device usage has seen explosive growth among 

travelers in recent years. Today, travelers are using smart 

phones, tablets and everything in between to perform 

functions that were previously limited to desktop 

computers, including researching trips, making 

reservations and sharing their travel experiences. 

According to eMarketer, by the end of 2015, mobile will 

represent an estimated 70% of the total search audience 

in the U.S. By 2018, mobile will account for an estimated 

37% of all U.S. digital travel sales, with similar trends 

happening in countries around the globe. 

Growth in mobile usage
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Trend #1

http://www.emarketer.com/Article/US-Mobile-Travel-
Sales-Increase-60-2014/1010828
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The challenge for hotels is that online travel agencies 

(OTAs) dominate the mobile market. This means that an 

even greater portion of revenue in mobile sales is going to 

OTA commissions, as compared to desktop sales. Expedia 

reports that 20% of its bookings are by mobile phone and 

tablet, a figure expected to increase significantly over 

time. By comparison, Accor reports that about 12% of its 

direct web sales are generated by mobile. Given Accor’s 

substantial investment in mobile marketing, its numbers 

are much higher than the industry average. 

8

Power of the OTAs
Trend #1
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At the 2015 EyeforTravel event in Amsterdam, Managing 

Director Tim Gunstone had this warning for the hotel 

industry: “Watch your back. The direct channel is being 

snapped up by OTAs because mobile has destroyed the 

direct booking channel for hotels. In fact, 60% of the 

direct channel has been snaffled by mobile savvy OTAs.” 

So how can you adapt to this shift toward mobile in 

travel? Here are a few important strategies to implement 

at your property today:

1. Optimize your website for mobile. 

To verify if your website is mobile compatible, check out 

Google’s free Mobile Friendly Test. If you haven’t done so 

already, re-designing your website to be mobile-

compatible should be a top priority in 2015. A mobile-

compatible site provides easy navigation on a variety of 

mobile devices, enabling travelers to access information 

quickly and easily while on-the-go. The simplest solution 

to make your website mobile-compatible is to use 

responsive design, which will reformat your website 

content to fit the appropriate sized screen for each mobile 

visitor. 

Continually test how your website and listings on key 

distribution channels are displayed on mobile devices to 

ensure that travelers are seeing what you want them to 

see.

2. Manage your listings on popular mobile travel sites 

and apps. 

The majority of travel-related mobile activity takes place 

on popular travel applications and websites like Expedia, 

Booking.com, TripAdvisor, Google Search and Google 

Maps. To ensure that your hotel is being found on these 

channels and that it is generating business through these 

channels, keep your listings, rates and content complete, 

competitive and up-to-date at all times. 

3. Adjust your advertising spend.

If you’re investing in cost-per-click advertising, consider 

shifting some of your spend from desktop-only to mobile 

and cross-device targeting to increase visibility and 

conversions on mobile devices.
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Mobile strategies
Trend #1
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If you work for a small or mid-sized independent hotel or 

hotel group, you probably don’t need an app—not yet, 

anyway. Not only are apps expensive to produce, it can be 

challenging to get people to download and use apps that 

they don’t need on a regular basis.

That said, as more functionality is added to mobile apps 

they are becoming an increasingly popular part of the 

travel experience for consumers. Going forward, travelers 

will use mobile devices to select rooms and check-in, as a 

room key, to request services and amenities, to share 

feedback and even as a TV remote control. Further, 

‘beacon’ technology allows hotels to send promotional 

messages to guests while on-site, which is an effective 

way of increasing guests’ incremental spend and 

enhancing the guest experience. 
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Hotel apps
Trend #1
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Trend #2:
Metasearch
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Essentially a “search engine for search engines”, 

metasearch sites allow travelers to easily compare all of 

the available rates for a property, sourced from a variety 

of online sites, on a single page. Popular metasearch sites 

include Kayak, Trivago, Hipmunk, Skyscanner, Google 

Hotel Finder and, most recently, TripAdvisor.

Metasearch channels have steadily increased in 

popularity in recent years. According to PhoCusWright, 

54% of Chinese travelers, 36% of American travelers and 

35% of British travelers used metasearch engines to 

compare rates in 20143. Metasearch sites are popular 

with consumers because they can significantly reduce 

the amount of sites visited while planning an upcoming 

trip.

Many hotel marketers aren’t aware that they can work 

directly with metasearch sites as a channel to drive direct 

bookings. Currently, some of the big hotel brands bid on 

metasearch channels, but few independent hotels do. 

However, the majority of listings on metasearch sites are 

dominated by the OTAs. On Kayak, for example, a study 

from L2 found that OTAs made up 96.4% of first-page 

booking listings. 4
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3 http://www.hospitalitynet.org/news/154000320/4066748.html
4 http://www.l2inc.com/research/metasearch-prestige-hotels-2014

What are metasearch sites?
Trend #2
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Metasearch sites present opportunities for hotels to 

compete with OTAs for direct business, while reducing 

advertising costs. At a minimum, ensure that the content 

on your metasearch listing is complete and current and, 

if budget allows, consider exploring advertising and rate-

bidding options. 

“Metasearch sites are based on a cost-per-click model,” 

Simone Puorto, Senior Account Manager at WIHP (a hotel 

digital marketing agency based in Paris) explained during 

ReviewPro’s 2015 trends webinar. “Compared to the 

commission model of OTAs, the [metasearch] model 

represents an opportunity for hotels to decrease the cost 

of acquisition.” 

Puorto also cautioned: “The risk of losing control and 

overspending with metasearch advertising is high. 

Metasearch channels must be carefully managed, with 

due know-how. There are many variables that can affect 

returns on investment (ROI), including room inventory, 

price disparity, the speed of the booking engine and the 

provider, target markets, etc.” He added: “A web-agency 

with experience in the field can help you avoid 

overspending and maximize ROI.”

Puorto, who consults with over 50 hotels worldwide at 

WIHP, also noted, “Having full control of your distribution 

channels will help avoid price disparity, with resellers 

publishing better rates on metasearch sites. When hotels 

offer better rates through OTAs or resellers, this can 

adversely affect the ROI on metasearch.”

Puorto recommended that hotels diversify their 

distribution channels rather than rely on one or two 

OTAs. “It’s not unusual that I see Booking.com generating 

60% or more of a hotel’s online revenue,” he said. “This is 

a risky strategy. A good metasearch strategy can help 

diversify the mix and lower such risks.”
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Simone Puorto
Senior Account Manager 
@wihphotel
simonepuorto.com

Metasearch strategies
Trend #2
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Increase in search volume for metasearch sites (Source: WIHP, 2015)

Growth of metasearch
Trend #2
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Trend #3:
Rising costs of 

acquisition
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In 2014, a study from Kalibri Labs undertaken on 

behalf of the Hospitality Asset Managers 

Association was a wake-up call to the hotel 

industry. The study found that the cost of 

acquisition—the amount of money hotels spend 

on marketing to generate bookings—has steadily 

risen in recent years, increasing at twice the rate 

of revenue (Hotels Magazine, December 2014). 

These costs include OTA commissions, brand 

fees and other sales and marketing costs, and 

the end result is reduced profitability for hotels. 
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Source: Hotels Magazine, December 2014

Hotel guest acquisition and retention expenses are 
rising at twice the rate of revenue growth

Room revenue

Total revenue

Total S&M

Commisions

Total acq costs

Hospitality
Asset Managers
Association
Kalibri Labs

Acquisition costs vs. revenue growth
Trend #3
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Cindy Estis Green, co-founder and CEO of Kalibri Labs, 

reported that the average cost of guest acquisition for 

hotels is between 15 and 25%. By comparison, the average 

cost of acquisition for airlines is between 5 and 10%, and 

for car rental companies it’s only 4 to 8%.
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“
Hotels have to be much more 
focused on which channels they 
want to partner with and which 
they choose to ignore. The 
optimal channel mix should drive 
all revenue decisions.”

“
The days are over when a hotel 
can afford to play in all channels. 
Since hotels spend 15% - 25% of 
what customers pay in room 
revenue on acquiring customers, 
they have to measure and manage 
it as carefully as labor costs. This 
will be an imperative in 2015 and 
beyond.”

Cindy Estis Green
Co-founder & CEO 

Kalibri Labs, Rockville, MD

Acquisition costs by industry
Trend #3
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Lowering the cost of acquisition requires a multi-faceted 

strategy that includes “an effective website, a search 

engine optimization (SEO) strategy, a search engine 

advertising (SEA) strategy, brand protection, metasearch

and more,” said WIHP’s Simone Puorto during 

ReviewPro’s webinar. 

“You simply cannot be everywhere anymore,” said 

Puorto. “Let OTAs buy expensive secondary keywords on 

Google, such as ‘hotel in Barcelona’, and ‘best hotel in 

Paris’ and focus on brand protection and long-tail 

keywords to target niche markets with higher ROI.” 

Brand protection refers to the practice of bidding on your 

hotel’s brand name as well as monitoring use of your 

brand name by OTAs and other resellers to ensure they 

aren’t violating trademark laws. (Trademark policy varies 

by country. See Google Adwords trademark policy for 

details.)
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What can be done?
Trend #3

Happy Guests.
Profitable Hotels.

ReviewPro’s Guest Survey 
Solution (GSS) enables 
individual hotels and groups to 
gather direct feedback from 
guests using customizable 
surveys.

Discover today how this highly 
flexible, cloud-based tool can 
help you turn insight into 
action to improve operational 
and service excellence, while 
driving revenue.

Request a 
Free Demo now

https://support.google.com/adwordspolicy/answer/6118?hl=en
http://resources.reviewpro.com/gss
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Puorto said that retargeting is another cost-effective 

form of online advertising. Also known as remarketing, 

retargeting is a process by which a business places a 

“cookie” or code on the computers of visitors to its 

website and follows them as they visit other websites, 

placing targeted display ads designed to convert.

“You can use retargeting to beat competitors and OTAs 

and to promote opaque rates and special offers,” said 

Puorto. “I do it all the time for my clients. It’s cheaper 

than secondary keywords ads and more effective 

because the ads are shown to users that already visited 

your site and have shown interest in your property. 

Sometimes they just need a little push!”

Puorto stressed the importance of measuring and 

comparing ROI to determine the effectiveness of 

marketing activities. “Whatever strategy you pursue, 

closely monitor the ROI of each campaign, each market, 

location, volume and conversion rate,” he said. “As my 

colleague Martin Soler often says, ‘If you can’t track 

results, then it’s not marketing, it’s just PR’.”
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Retargeting Example (Source WIHP, 2015)

Retargeting
Trend #3
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Another way to diversify your mix and reduce costs is 

social advertising, which is paid advertising on social 

media channels. Advantages include a user-friendly 

advertising interface, the ability to work with a relatively 

small budget and the ability to target specifically who 

will see your ads. 

As with all marketing activities, it’s important to be 

strategic and to keep your objectives in mind. Do you 

want to build your fan base, increase engagement or 

drive revenue? Track ROI and compare them with 

returns in other marketing activities to see which is 

more effective. 
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Social advertising
Trend #3

“
We have steadily increased our 
budget on Facebook ad 
campaigns, focusing on tactical 
promotions and pushing 
awareness of our new properties 
and experiential offerings. “We 
also intend to look into paid 
activities on Twitter and LinkedIn 
in 2015.” 

Andrew Pan
Social Media Manager 

COMO Hotels and Resorts
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As an example, boutique hotel group citizenM is very 

active on Facebook advertising and reports strong ROI 

from the channel. Lennert De Jong, Commercial 

Director at citizenM, shared the results of a recent 

Facebook ad campaign that cost 0.2 euros, or about 25 

U.S. cents, per 1000 impressions and received a 1-to-8 

ratio or ROI in revenue. 
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Facebook Ad Campaign
• Cost: 0.2 euros per 1000 impressions
• Volume: 200 million impressions per year
• Cost per Action (CPA): 12% of revenue
• ROI:  1:8 (on a linear attribution model)

Success story
Trend #3

Lennert De Jong
Commercial Director
citizenM hotels
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For many hotels, TripAdvisor’s Business Listings 

continue to be a top source of referrals to direct 

booking channels. “For our group of hotels and 

destinations, a paid subscription to the Business Listing 

on TripAdvisor is at the top of our priority list as it 

generates about 70% of our social referrals,” said Liza 

Latif-Grosskinsky, Web Analytics & Strategy 

Development Manager at General Hotel Management in 

Singapore. However, prices for Business Listings have 

increased significantly in recent years, so be sure to 

track referrals and conversions to determine ROI 

relative to other marketing expenses. 
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“
“For our group of hotels and 
destinations, a paid subscription to 
the Business Listing on TripAdvisor is 
at the top of our priority list as it 
generates about 70% of our social 
referrals”

Liza Latif-Grosskinsky
Web Analytics & Strategy 
Development Manager 

General Hotel Management in 
Singapore

TripAdvisor Business Listings
Trend #3
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Trend #4: 
Visual shopping and 

sharing
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Another key trend that is expected to continue to gain 

momentum in 2015 is visual shopping and sharing. 

Increasingly, travelers want to see images of hotels 

before deciding where to book and social media 

provides many options. Social networks like Instagram

and Pinterest have experienced explosive growth in 

recent years because they combine the two most 

powerful aspects of social media: imagery and sharing. 

Photos and videos also occupy a growing proportion of 

real estate on Facebook and Twitter newsfeeds. 

Imagery on social networks
Trend #4

“
We made Instagram one of our 
top priorities last year… Our hotel 
blog has taken a backseat as we’re 
seeing much better engagement 
and returns in social media 
platforms, like Facebook and 
Instagram.” 

Andrew Pan
Social Media Manager 

COMO Hotels and Resorts
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Imagery on hotel websites
Trend #4

GHM Singapore’s website features stunning imagery and 
minimal text

The trend is also evident on hotel websites, where 

large imagery has replaced large blocks of texts. For 

example, General Hotel Management’s website 

features striking full-screen imagery and minimal text, 

which maintain the user’s attention and stimulate an 

emotional connection – a key component in 

purchasing decision-making. 
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To stay on top of this trend, you should strive to integrate 

three types of visuals into your property’s marketing 

campaigns: 

1. Professional Imagery taken by a skilled photographer 

and used for your website, brochure and advertising;

2. Social Imagery taken by staff and shared in everyday 

posts;

3. Traveler Imagery which is taken by your guests and 

shared on their social media feed. 

Maximize impact by using all types of visuals to convey 

stories about the experiences your hotel and location 

provide. Video also continues to be a powerful means of 

engaging and converting travelers. Experiment with visual 

sites like Instagram and Pinterest to broaden your reach. 

When uploading imagery, be sure to use tags with your 

brand name, location and description.

Visual strategies
Trend #4

How to Increase Guest 
Reviews at your Hotel

A ReviewPro guide to 
increasing reviews. Learn how 
and when to ask guests for 
reviews, before, during and 
after a guest stay.

Through this guide you will 
also understand why online 
reviews are important and how 
your revenue will increase with 
more reviews

Download Guide

Guide

http://resources.reviewpro.com/guides/how-to-increase-guest-reviews-at-your-hotel
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Selfies are a huge phenomenon because they allow users 

to insert themselves into your property’s visual story. You 

can capitalize on this trend by encouraging guests to take 

selfies on-site and tag your hotel on the various social 

media channels. 

For example, the Hotel Grand Bretagne in Athens has a 

designated Selfie Spot on its roof as the perfect place to 

take a photo with the Parthenon in the background. 

Hotel 1888 in Sydney has created a Selfie Space in the 

lobby with a simple picture frame and a live stream of 

photos on monitors above the front desk. Meliá Sol Wave 

House in Mallorca has a Selfie Mirror complete with faux 

moustache. 

All of these properties encourage guests to tag the hotel 

on their social media posts, which means that hotels are 

promoting your property every time they share a selfie at 

your property.

Clockwise from top left: 

Selfie Spot overlooking 

the Parthenon at the 

Hotel Grande Bretagne in 

Athens; Selfie Space in 

lobby at Hotel 1888 in 

Sydney; Selfie Mirror at 

Meliá Sol Wave House in 

Mallorca.

The selfie phenomenon
Trend #4
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Trend #5: 
Big Data
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Big Data is a buzzword used to describe the huge 

volumes of data available to hotels on consumer 

behavior and preferences. The trend is particularly 

relevant because travelers leave “digital footprints” 

before, during and after trips. By mining this data for 

marketing and revenue management purposes, and to 

gauge guest satisfaction, hotels can better understand 

traveler tastes and behavior and make more informed 

decisions. 

Despite the advantages, many hoteliers feel 

overwhelmed by the volume of data available so they are 

not using it to their advantage. To stay competitive in 

2015, your property must harness Big Data to gather 

meaningful insights, which can help increase revenue, 

minimize expenses and improve guest satisfaction rates. 

The buzzword
Trend #5
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So how can you manage Big Data in 2015? First, 

designate one or more employees on property- and/or 

corporate-level to take responsibility for tracking and 

analyzing data at your hotel. For revenue data, this will 

likely be the revenue manager. Marketing data will fall 

under the responsibility of the sales and marketing 

department, and guest feedback data is typically tracked 

by the operations manager and/or senior management. 
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Data management strategies (1/2)
Trend #5

“
There are lots of new and very 
cool data sources out there. It can 
be easy to get distracted. Many 
will require new technology or 
new analytics to derive insight, 
which means investment … 
Carefully evaluate [data] against 
the business problems you are 
trying to solve. You should have a 
sense of the decisions you would 
make and the value it’s likely to 
drive.”

Kelly McGuire
Executive Director 

Hospitality and Travel Global 
Practice, SAS
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“
We are looking at a true CRM 
solution that will enable us not 
only to understand market insight 
but also to be more relevant in our 
marketing communications. This 
comes with significant investment 
not only in technology but also in 
talent.

We have also started to roll out a 
revenue management solution 
[and to] restructure the role of the 
revenue manager. In addition we 
are looking at integrating data 
flows from all relevant systems to 
gain 360º view on our business to 
formulate most effective 
marketing strategies.”

Phillip Schaetz
Senior VP of Sales & Marketing
Dorsett Hospitality Int., Hong Kong

There are a variety of tools that help hotels track and 

analyze data. Here is a sampling of tools that your 

property could implement:

• Website Data: Google Analytics, Google Webmaster 

Tools, Adobe Analytics.

• Revenue Data: Duetto, SiteMinder, SAS Analytics, 

IDeaS.

• Social Data: Hootsuite, Facebook Insights, Twitter 

Analytics, Simply Measured.

• Guest Feedback Data: ReviewPro.

Further, companies like WIHP, Kalibri Labs and Reknown

can help you to interpret data and use it to guide 

marketing, revenue and guest satisfaction strategies. 

Data management strategies (2/2)
Trend #5
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GDS Finance …
HR

PMS

CRS

Revenue 
Management

Channel 
Manager

Booking 
Engine

CRMGuest 
Surveys

Marketing
Campaigns

Investments

Internal 
Systems

Guest Intelligence across the enterprise
Trend #5

Guest
Intelligence
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Special thanks to the following people for contributing 

valuable insight and advice for this guide:

• Simone Puorto, WIHP

• Cindy Estis Green, Kalibri Labs 

• Liza Latif-Grosskinsky, General Hotel 

Management Ltd

• Andrew Pan, COMO Hotels and Resorts

• Lennert de Jong, citizenM

• Philip Schaetz, Dorsett Hospitality International

• Kelly McGuire, Hospitality and Travel Global 

Practice, SAS

Credits
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Learn More

The Leading Source of Guest Intelligence best 
practices and content for the Hospitality Industry

Visit our Resource Hub
ReviewPro is the leading provider of Guest Intelligence 

solutions to independent hotel brands worldwide. The 

company’s comprehensive suite of cloud-based solutions 

includes Online Reputation Management (ORM) and the 

Guest Survey Solution (GSS), which enable hoteliers to 

obtain deeper insight into operational and service strengths 

and weaknesses, increasing guest satisfaction, ranking on 

review sites and OTAs, and driving revenue. 

The company offers the industry-standard 

Global Review IndexTM (GRI), an online reputation score 

(available exclusively to ReviewPro clients), which is used by 

thousands of hotels worldwide as a benchmark for 

reputation management efforts, based on review data 

collected from 142 online travel agencies (OTAs) and review 

sites in more than 45 languages. More than 17,000 hotel 

brands worldwide are currently using ReviewPro’s solutions.

Request a Free 
ReviewPro Demo now

About Us

34

http://www.reviewpro.com/products/features/global-review-index
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www.reviewpro.com
info@reviewpro.com

@reviewpro
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